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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
December 10, 2022  
 
CHARLEY HOFFMAN 
RYAN PALMER    ( -26) 
 
 
Q.  Charley and Ryan, thanks for joining us. 62, 10 under in the modified alternate 
shot, must be a pretty satisfying day. There's a lot of good scores out there, but you 
hung in there and retained the lead.  
 
CHARLEY HOFFMAN:  I'm surprised how low I'd say the field went. Obviously sort of 
benign conditions, but you've still got to execute and hit golf shots around this place. 
Obviously 10 under is a pretty good score.  
 
The only hole I'd have back was the short wedge shot on about 15. Ryan's full shot might 
have been a little better option, but I hit those wedge shots so good early in the week. But 
besides that, we executed pretty much what we needed to, when we needed to. 
 
Q.  Ryan, is there anything that stood out to you about today that was special? 
 
RYAN PALMER:  Just knowing that you had a shoot a good round. This is a format you 
could have shot yourself in the foot for sure if you didn't go out and put a decent round up. 
To shoot 10 under, there was 12 and 11 I believe, I was watching the leaderboard a little bit 
when I saw them and they played some exceptional golf. We played solid all day, we didn't 
do anything spectacular. He teed off a lot of great tee balls, my iron play was on point today 
and he was able to make some putts. And when I needed to, I made a few, so the tag 
teaming went well today. It was nice to get that round in in this format. 
 
Q.  When you're in that last group and you do see that leaderboard with those scores 
particularly in this format, as you said, it's unusual to have that many low scores, 
does it kind of -- do you talk to each other and say we better get our act together here 
or we better get going? Did that happen at any point during the round? 
 
CHARLEY HOFFMAN:  No, we were in a pretty good rhythm. We were giving ourselves 
birdie chances and we were knocking most of them in. The reality is we were just doing our 
thing. Obviously we saw the low scores, but that means there's birdies out there and we 
tried to attack them in and we did a pretty good job. 
 
Q.  As you guys go into tomorrow with the four-ball format, with such three different 
formats, is there one that you guys enjoy more than the other three or do you just try 
to play them one day at a time? 
 
RYAN PALMER:  You play each format the way it is. Obviously we don't get to play many 
scrambles in our careers so it's always a fun change, a nice change of pace. You play off 
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each other in the alternate shot format.  
 
But tomorrow's real golf, we've got to play our game, he'll play his. If we go out and do what 
we've been doing this week and play well, I can see ourselves having a pretty good chance. 
 
Q.  Kind of ending on a fun note here, are you guys country music fans? Going to pay 
any attention to what's going on over here tonight?  
 
CHARLEY HOFFMAN:  We'll definitely go over there and watch a little live music and 
probably have a couple of adult beverages. 
 


